
In order to obtain better breaking strengths at line-to-line junctions,  we increase the diameter of the lines where they connect 
to each other by inserting a short section of line at the loop. This segment is only needed at the line to line junction. It is not 
needed on the loop which attaches to the maillon. However, some early production models may have the segments 
inserted at both ends of the riser lines (this is to simplify production). At the maillon, there is no strength difference with 
or without the segment of line inside the loop. Therefore, if you see this segment working its way out of the loop at the 
maillon as is shown in the photos, do not be concerned.

Do not compress or deform the maillon loops when launching or ground handling.

You have 3 choices:
 1.  Don’t do anything.  You can fly with the loops like they are shown in the photos here, as there is no loss in strength 

at all. Or, if you don’t like the way it looks, then: 
 2.  Pull out the protruding line, very gently. Very carefully, work the segment out a few millimeters more on each 

side. To do this, the main line might need to be compressed lengthwise. Then, using sharp scissors, cut the inside 
line close to where it exits from the main line. Be very carefull during this operation to not pull out or cut any of the 
main line fiber!

 3. If you are at all uncertain, please seek assistance from a certified paraglider check facility.

FOR ALL GLIDERS WITH UNSHEATHED LINE SETS
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Some pilots have noticed a slight disfigurement of their riser lines at the maillon. The 

issue shown in the photos here does not affect the airworthiness of the glider or the 

line strength. Please read on for a detailed explanation: 

What happened to thIs lIne? >> 

hoW Can It Be pReVented? >> 

What to do If You see thIs at the MaIllon end of YouR lIne? >> 


